
HAIR TODAY, GONE TOMORROW 

 

If eyes are windows to the soul then hair is an identity-card, our first proclamation to the 

world of who we are, assuming that one’s natal position is as it should be. 

This is why we are all hair-voyeurs. I’m sitting on a bus, in a theatre, at the cinema – 

I’m checking out hair. There are pudding-bowls and braids, colours and comb-overs, dreads 

and nests, frizzes and Rapunzel wannabes, do’s that have been dipped in jelly and snap-

frozen, mullets swimming gamely back up Retro River – and I’m thinking, is there anything 

more likely to guarantee Schadenfreude than dissing on other people’s hair? 

When I was a tot, my hair was very white. The brilliant man next door called me 

‘Snow’, an early introduction to the latent power of a well-placed adjectival noun. Sometimes 

he would call me ‘Young Snow’, further demonstrating both his command of vocabulary and 

general perspicacity.  

As I grew into childhood, my snow became mousey. One day at school we had to fill 

in a mock form that described our attributes. Under Hair Colour I wrote Mousse, an early 

introduction to the desirability of correct spelling. At least it wasn’t Moose. 

My moose lengthened during my teenage years, eventually becoming deliciously 

unkempt. Combining that look with the shapeless, bits-missing beard so beloved of late 

adolescents, I resembled a Planet of the Apes reject. 

Respectable employment demanded respectable hair. I became coiffed, a hiply hirsute 

dude with dash. Giving your hair geometric flair is directly linked to the production of 

personal power. That’s why we always have a snip before a job interview or a hot date. Good 

hair breeds success. 

The flecks of grey first appeared in sunlight, then in all light. My beloved called them 

salt and pepper. She said that they were distinguished. This word is a euphemism for ageing. 

Distinguished people are not young or coiffed, nor do they go on hot dates. I mentioned this 

to a female colleague and she said, ‘It’s okay, now you’re a cool older guy.’ Which is like 

saying, ‘I bought you a ticket to this concert but the seat is behind a pillar.’   

At present, my hair is a recalcitrant mop. My hairdresser uses a combine harvester and 

a scythe. She says that I should be grateful that I have hair because ‘lots of men your age 

don’t’. Then she offers to trim my ears. I’ve been prodded and poked, and been the recipient 

of all manner of foreign objects in the name of medicine, but there are few greater indignities 

than knowing that your ears need a trim. 

My beloved has flaxen locks, as fine as a spider’s silk. Apparently it is five times 

more expensive to trim her filaments than to hack my rope. Gold versus lead, perhaps. 

When we sweep the floor and find hair-balls in their multitudes, I joke that they 

belong to her and she jokes that they belong to me, and we decide that there’s nothing more 

loving and special than moulting together. It’s hil-hairious.  


